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(54) Simplified Wi-Fi setup

(57) The invention describes a method enabling a
simple and convenient secured connection to a secured
wireless network by means of individual passwords gen-
erated by means of requesting clients and a confirmation
of the owner or operator (Wi-Fi hot spot) of the secured
wireless network. Each requesting client preferably au-
tomatically generates its own individual password. A rout-
ing device of the secured wireless network generates a
request which is either directly or indirectly submitted to
a confirmation authority such that the owner or operator

of the secured wireless network can decide whether he
agrees to the request or not. An answer of the owner or
operator submitted via the confirmation authority to the
routing device enables the secured connection between
the requesting client and the secured wireless network.
The owner or operator of the secured wireless network
does not need to remember a special password in order
to enable the secure connection. The invention further
describes accordingly adapted requesting clients, rout-
ing devices and systems.
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